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Vibrations (FSV) programs purchased from Smart
Energy Optimization at https://JohnScevolaSEO.com
to vibrate individually or sequentially.
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FREE VIDEO

This YouTube video (15,000+ views) is a recording of a Zoom webinar
presentation given on Monday, 12/28/20 by John Scevola to a large
Healy Facebook social media group. It is not an official Healy World
video and the ideas presented are those of John and Dr. Misty Scevola
and not necessarily those of Healy World.
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This booklet is designed to help you learn how to remotely
transmit “customized” vibration programs, sequentially or as a
composite, via your Healy Resonance HealAdvisor App (Blue
Dot), for: Support for Specific Pain Issues; Essences (i.e.
Essential Oils, Herbs, Tinctures, Teas, Supplements,
Homeopathies, Vitamins, Minerals, Natural Foods, Live Plants,
Live Flowers, Crystals, Gemstones, etc.); Alkalinity/PH; Liquids
(i.e. Juices, Elixirs, etc.); Sounds (i.e. Natural, Music, Instruments,
Bells, Chimes, Gongs, Singing Bowls, Tibetan Liu Zi Jue,
Quigong, Tuning forks, Binaural; Images/Symbols; Pyramids (33
Hz); Rife Frequencies (Audible and Plasma Tube Emission); the 9
powerful Solfeggio Frequencies; and Intentions (Affirmations,
Mantras, Prayers, etc.) for Happiness, Abundance, Love, Health,
Focus, Clarity, Memory, Creativity, Courage, Energy, Vitality,
Peace, Harmony, Forgiveness, Gratitude, Spirituality, etc..

Vibrated frequencies from the Healy Resonance HealAdvisor
Analyze App don’t travel anywhere. They are instantaneously
vibrated/transferred to your, or your client’s, information field via
Quantum Entanglement with no limitations or delays because of
time, distance, or obstacles. Your new DIY “customized” Healy
Resonance vibration programs can support you bioenergetically
with enhanced: nutritional absorption, Healy microcurrent efficacy,
Sleep, Pain and Stress relief, Energy and Vitality, Law of
Attraction manifestation, Chakras and Meridians clearing, and
much more.…
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Your customized Healy Resonance HealAdvisor Analyze vibration
programs should be considered supplemental to the holistic
frequency programs recommended via the Healy Resonance
HealAdvisor Analyze App scans and Aura Analysis scans.
Healy has been cleared by the FDA as a Class II Medical Device
for the relief of acute, chronic, and arthritis pain and muscle
soreness due to overexertion. Healy also has non-medical
applications that use individualized frequencies to help balance
your mind and body and relieve stress. Always use your Healy in
accordance with its instructions for use.
Healy is designed to harmonize your bioenergetic field and
enhance recovery, vitality, and wellbeing, not to cure, treat,
mitigate, diagnose, or prevent disease. The information on this
website is for reference and education only. It should not be treated
as a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or
treatment. You should always seek that from a qualified medical
professional. The existence of bioenergetic fields, information
fields, acupuncture energy meridians, energy center chakras,
auras, and the herein mentioned applications are not accepted by
orthodox medicine because of lacking scientific evidence in
accordance with orthodox medicine standards.
The ideas and opinions expressed in this booklet are those of Dr.
Misty (Homeopathic) and John Scevola, Healy World members,
and not necessarily those of Healy World.
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STEP 1—Turn on your Healy Resonance and load the
HealAdvisor Analyze application (the Healy “blue dot” app that
works with the Resonance device) on your device (smartphone or
tablet) and connect to the Healy.
STEP 2—From the home page, select a Client (or follow the
process to first add a new client).
STEP 3—Click on Aura Analysis. Press Record Aura then
Analysis. Delete all of the Chakras except for one (tap on the
unwanted Chakra check marks)
STEP 4—Delete “all” of the existing Chakra information using the
(x) on the bottom right under the Chakra analyses
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STEP 5—Go to the Action menu and click on Add Manually.
Which will bring up a blank intention screen like this:
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STEP 6—This section is especially important as you are setting the
intention for your vibration program.
(1)

Important: Enter your DESIRED STATE stated with
Gratitude, and as if it already exists. Use words like free or
optimized. Since this particular example is for headache
relief I entered, “ I am very grateful to be headache free (i.e.
I am very grateful to be optimized for zinc, I am very
grateful to have an optimized blood pressure, etc.).

(2)

In the DESIRED STATE DESCRIPTION enter, “This
frequency program is being vibrated to [Your Name].

(3)

Leave the rest of the STATE and BACKGROUND spaces
blank — just keep focusing on your desired state with
gratitude and as if it already exists.
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STEP 7—Set the RELEVANCE to 100%, the INTENSITY to 10,
and leave the POTENCY alone (i.e. No Homeopathic dilution).
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STEP 8—Press Add Symbol (+) on the bottom right side of the
screen. Select Add image (+) and take a selfie photo of yourself,
then hit Add image a second time and take a picture of, or
something that symbolizes, whatever you are adding or affirming
(i.e. actual object or from the screen of your computer).
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STEP 9—
(A) To record the vibrations of an Object place your Healy
under, on top of, or next to the object(s). Press Record vibration
(+) for 3 seconds.
(B) To record the vibrations of a Sound place your Healy next
to your computer’s/phone’s speaker, or between headphones.
Play the sound and then press Record vibration (+) for 3
seconds.
NOTE: For instructions on how to record individual or packaged
16 frequency Frequency Specific Vibrations (FSV) programs
purchased from the Smart Energy Optimization website at
https://JohnScevolaSEO.com go to the Addendum page.
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(C) To record the vibrations of your Voice for an Affirmation
Program place your Healy in your hand and speak into it like a
microphone. Press Record vibration (+) for 3 seconds.
NOTE: There is a 3 second frequency recording/capture duration,
but you can sequentially record multiple times (i.e. Unlimited
different frequencies, sounds, objects, and/or affirmations)
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STEP 10— Click the X at the top right corner of your
smartphone's/tablet's screen. Then click the check mark at the
top right corner of your smartphone's/tablet's screen.

STEP 11—Click the house symbol at the bottom left corner of
your smartphone’s/tablet’s screen. Find your name in your List
and find your new recording (pink background with today’s
date/time. Slide the tab to the left and click Rename. Delete the
current information and replace with a name for your new
Vibration Program (i.e. Headache Relief, Improved Memory,
Optimized Vitamins, etc.)
STEP 12—To use your new Vibration Program, click on your
newly named Aura file, click Vibrate, and select transmission time
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by pressing the drop-down menu and scrolling to the bottom.
Enter Manual (then Done) and scroll to the number of minutes you
want your program to run. Then select Start.

Vibration Duration Recommendation: Vibrate for Acute
Condition Balancing @ 37s 843z (6-8 times daily) until success or
for Chronic Condition Balancing @ 2m 49s 600z (2-3 times daily)
for about a month.
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STEP 13—
If you want to vibrate your customized vibration program to
someone else: (1) In the DESIRED STATE DESCRIPTION section
replace your name with their name, (2) Delete your picture and add
one of them. (3) Vibrate the program while holding the mental
intention that it is for another person or an animal.
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ADDENDUM
How to program individual or packaged Frequency
Specific Vibrations (FSV) programs purchased
from Smart Energy Optimization at
https://JohnScevolaSEO.com
to vibrate individually or sequentially.
First follow STEPS 1 - 8
STEP 9—
To record the vibrations of a FSV place your Healy next to your
computer’s/phone’s speaker, or between headphones. Play the
16

FSV (at anyplace in the audio/WAV file) and then press Record
vibration (+) for 3 seconds.
NOTE: The key 16 frequencies on each audio file run consistent
throughout the file and the Healy’s AI will filter and record them.
To add additional FSVs to be vibrated sequentially scroll down to
the Action menu and click on Add Manually again. This will bring
up another blank intention screen. Follow the instructions of
STEPS 7 – 9 again.
You can repeat this process as many times as you like. When you
eventually vibrate this composite program your recorded FSVs
and affirmations will visibly scroll down your smartphone’s screen.
When you’re finished recording follow STEPS 10 – 13.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q— Is there a maximum number of programs in one client list?
And, is it necessary for many programs to vibrate longer, so that
each program is covered?
A—There is no maximum number of programs in one list. Vibrate
for Acute Condition Balancing @ 37s 843z (6-8 times daily) until
success or for Chronic Condition Balancing @ 2m 49s 600z (2-3
times daily) for about a month.
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Q— So, you don’t have to enter something into every blank slot?
A— Correct.

Q— Do you have to do it over and over if you want to send 1 item
to multiple people?
A— No, refer to STEP 13 in this eBook You can actually vibrate to
multiple people at the same time by deleting your name and picture
and replacing it with their names and pictures. Then, when you’re
vibrating the program hold the intention that it is being done to all of
them.

Q— We want to attract our perfect forever house - how would we
'record' that please? Would I say that really quickly in the 2-3
seconds you have to speak and record?
A— You can record multiple 3 second affirmation recordings under
one manually entered program. (i.e. We love our new home, We
are grateful for our forever house, Our new home is perfect, etc.) or
record in separate manual entries under the one main program.
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Q— When vibrating an affirmation ... or any beliefs in order to
change your subconscious - how many times do you do that? Does
that mean I write/record one belief/affirmation and vibrate it once
and it’s in the subconscious ... or do I do it repeatedly? And, If so,
what is the "dosage?"
A— It's recommended that you vibrate your frequency/affirmation
program on-demand for Acute Balancing @ 1m 20s (6-8 times
daily) or Chronic Balancing @ 5m 59s (2-3 times daily). For your
customized vibration programs DON'T use time durations that have
a Hz frequency next to them (i.e. 37s 843z, etc.). You can also
scroll to the bottom of the duration list and choose to enter your
own duration manually.

Q— I want to put a program in for quitting cigarettes. How do I do
this? Please help. This is important to me. Thank you in advance.
A— Follow our recommended steps to create a clear Resonance
vibration programming page. In the DESIRED STATE section enter
something like, "I am very grateful to be cigarette free and have no
cravings." Leave the other sections clear. Set RELEVANCE to
100%, INTENSITY 10, Don't select any dilution settings under
POTENCY. Add a symbol image of yourself/someone smiling and
not smoking. Record vibration - put Healy in your hand and use it
like a microphone > hit record > say "I am cigarette free" (Note:
The Healy only gathers frequencies for 3 seconds). Go to your lists
and slide the program section tab to the left and rename it
"Cigarette Free." Vibrate for Acute Condition Balancing @ 37s
843z (6-8 times daily) until success or for Chronic Condition
Balancing @ 2m 49s 600z (2-3 times daily) for about a month.
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Q— Can this be done for medications?
A— Everything has a frequency, but please reread the disclaimer
section at the beginning of this eBook..

Q— If you want to resonate a specific place to different clients, you
have to record the place each time for that specific client? So if you
recorded for example the energy of a pyramid, you can't send this
vibration to somebody else, if you are not in the specific location
anymore?
A— No, utilizing the Healy Resonance HealAdvisor Analyze app
you can vibrate frequencies, via Quantum Entanglement,
anywhere, instantaneously, with no limitations due to time,
distance, or obstacles.

Q— I have the Resonance and why don’t I have some of these
programs he is talking about?
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A—The DIY Resonant Vibration programs discussed in this book
are optional and should be considered supplemental to those in
your Healy Resonance HealAdvisor Analyze app.

Q— How did you do a parasite zapper?
A—You can find parasite zapping frequency tones on YouTube
and record/vibrate them into your Healy Resonance.

Q— I was told by the people who loaded Rife frequencies onto
YouTube that the sounds are compressed in the upload and so not
as good as the real deal.
A—Some might be. The Frequency Specific Vibrations (FSV)
programs offered at https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com, are legit
and not compressed.

Q— Are Spooky2 Rife frequencies or something different?
A— Spooky2 is a Rife frequency generator machine.
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Q— How do you program in prayers?
A— Refer to the protocol of STEP 6

Q— What frequency do you enter to go along with an affirmation?
A— Perhaps some from of the 9 Solfeggio Frequencies and/or.
Frequency Specific Vibrations (FSV) programs available at
https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com.

Q— I noticed you had a wealth vibration. What did you use?
A— We use a sequence of affirmations (i.e. I am very grateful to be
wealthy, I am very grateful to be a magnet for money, I am very
grateful to have money flow to me easily and frequently, etc.).
However, we combine this with a synergistic 16 track Frequency
Specific Vibrations (FSV) program. These are available at
https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com
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Q— Why would these be better than frequencies that come with
the Healy?
A— They’re absolutely not better. They just allow you to
supplementally focus on areas that you resonate with and would
like to enhance and/or support. Particularly when you want to
complement and enhance the Healy microcurrent programs (pink
app) that you are running.

Q— If supplements have expired, can I still use them to scan?
A— We wouldn’t recommend it.

Q— Can you create a vibration program for several things - e.g. I
am happy, healthy, and wealthy or is that too much?
A— No, that is not too much. If you can’t record your affirmation in
under 3 seconds then record several in the same program. I would
enter, I am grateful to be healthy, then sequence to, I am grateful
to be healthy, then sequence to, I am wealthy. Hey, how about
adding another one, I am grateful to be loved?
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Q—So, I can give my son his vitamins without him having to
actually physically consume them?
A— Possibly, but you need to experiment. Some people
experience needing to take less, and most experience better
absorption, at least.

Q— How do you record the chakras and meridians all in one??
A— You can record the chakras and meridians frequencies
sequentially or record them all together under one program. These
Frequency Specific Vibrations (FSV) programs are available at
https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com

Q— Can you capture light energies?
A— Great question. Yes, by shining the light directly and closely on
your Healy when recording!
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Q— Does the programming have to be connected to a client? How
can you set it up to run for various clients?
A— No. You can either set a program up individually for a client or
you can use the more advance technique outlined in STEP 13.

Q— Don’t you have to be careful of the frequencies you combine?
A— Everyone is different, so you need to experiment carefully.
However, we each emanate and absorb amazing amounts of
frequencies every day, every moment. The bioenergetically healthy
frequencies that we’re talking about support the body in reattaining
homeostasis.

Q— Can you create a custom resonance program somehow by
using 2 Healys?
A— Yes If you had 2 Healys you could record the pink app
frequency emanations from one Healy with the other Healy. Most
Healy microcurrent programs cycle through many frequencies. You
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could press record on your recording Healy every time a new
frequency cycled up. However, the current frequencies being run
have been chosen for you in that moment by the AI and may not be
the ones you need at another time. There are some pink app
programs that run just one frequency that could be recorded this
way and then specifically vibrated later via the blue app.

Q— How do you get the 9 Solfeggio frequencies into a program?
A— Solfeggio frequencies are available on YouTube. You can
record them to run sequentially by manually recording them
individually into one program. There is a Solfeggio Frequency
Specific Vibrations (FSV) program available at
https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com

Q— Can you record the frequencies from a Rife plasma tube?
A— Yes.
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Q— How long should you run a Solfeggio frequency program?
A— Use the same recommended times in STEP 12.

Q— Does our information field get affected when we run for others
from a protection point of view?
A— No, just keep the intention that the remote program is for
another.

Q— Would you record a specific homeopathic remedy the same
way as you just demonstrated or would the electronic device
influence the remedy?
A— Yes, the Healy recording won’t influence the frequencies of the
remedy.

Q— Can we save our created frequencies from one Healy and
send it to another in case we get a new Healy?
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A— Yes, just set your blue app settings to sync your programs to
the cloud.

Q— Is it ok that I’m creating new clients for different categories like
supplements, feel energized, immune boost, eyesight … then I can
click on a client and retrieve lists under the menu bar. More like
using client feature as a folder feature. I only use my Healy on
myself. Or do I need to create the new programming under myself
as a client?
A— Correct, you need to set up your programs under yourself as a
client. Follow the protocol of STEP 6 and STEP 13 if you want to
vibrate to others remotely.

Q— Do you think this can help promote fertility?
A— In my life I've learned/experienced that, "Anything is possible.
Miracles are real." You could experiment with infertility and/or
fertility support frequencies available on YouTube by programming
them into your Healy Resonance, along with a properly expressed
affirmation title.
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Q— I am curious as you are isolating one chakra in the aura
analysis to build the custom frequency, when you vibrate, does it
send it that particular chakra or would it be sent to the entire field?
A—To the entire information field.

Q— What does the z stand for in the Healy recommended duration
protocol (i.e. 37s 843z, etc.)?
A—The z number represents a fraction of a second.

Q— There are a lot of frequencies listed on the internet that are
high numbers and can't be played on online tone websites. Do we
record as many as we can for that ailment under the same or is just
the first frequency in the list is ok? Is there another website you
know that can play the tone of the frequencies that website won't
play?
A— No, just recording the first frequency will give you limited
results. Ideally, you should create a composite program of multiple,
synergistic frequencies drawn from many different database types.
We have made the programming process much easier now with
inexpensive composite Frequency Specific Vibrations (FSV)
programs expertly designed and now available at:
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https://www.JohnScevolaSEO.com
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